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A message from our
Chair of Trustees
Nikky Myers
Nikky Myers
Chair of Trustees

Karen Perrier
Karen Perrier
Chief Executive

I never would have thought
that after writing this message
last year we would still be in
the same position and the
pandemic would be ongoing.
We knew going in to 2021 that
it was going to be challenging;
we were facing a post-Christmas
lockdown but I don’t think
anyone would have thought
we would be entering a 2nd
Christmas where the remit of
“work from home if you can”
would be back.

The
COVID-19
pandemic
has brought challenges and
changed the way we live and
work. At Money Advice Plus
we continued to run all our
services, although there have
been changes in how they are
delivered. Our priority has been
to continue to deliver our vital
services to clients at a time of
great economic instability. We
have been able to continue
our work only because of your
ongoing generosity and the
support of our funders

response to the needs of our
clients. Staff continue to meet
on teams and “You’re on mute!”
continues to be the new hello.

In a year when economic
conditions have been tough
and the demands on our
service have continued to
grow, staff at Money Advice
Plus have consistently risen to
the challenge. As a charity with
limited resources, it is never
easy to balance the needs of
our clients and the needs of our
staff.
While COVID-19 has caused
huge disruption, it has taught
us many things including the
importance of keeping in touch
and our staff have very much
been the point of contact for
those living alone. Working in
the advice sector has always
been challenging but being
the point of contact for those
isolated has added to the
burden staff are placed under.

I want to say a huge thank you to
We have continued to offer all trustees, staff, and volunteers
a face-to-face service for our for their support and continued
most vulnerable clients and adaptability in these uncertain
have adapted other services in times.
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Who we are
& what we do
Money Advice Plus is a registered charity, working both locally
in Sussex and nationwide. Our mission is to help people
manage their money effectively. We do this by providing
money handling and advice services, working in partnership
with other agencies. Our independent, confidential and flexible
approach is tailored to individuals’ needs, allowing us to reach
those who find it most difficult to access advice.
Money Advice Plus delivers a range of high quality, specialist
money advice and casework services, free at the point of use.
We specialise in both telephone and face-to-face advice,
enabling us to work nationwide. We work closely with our
funders to target the particular needs of specific client groups.
In addition to money advice, our innovative money handling
service enables our most vulnerable clients to maintain their
independence and autonomy, while safeguarding them from
financial mismanagement and financial abuse.
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Our Vision
Our vision is a future where everyone
can access the advice and support
they need to manage their money
effectively, enabling people to have
more control in their lives and greater
peace of mind.
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Our Impact

These numbers are for just one year, but the
impact on each individual client is immense
and, for some, has life changing consequences.

Altogether, including charitable payments and other
financial outcomes, our clients were better off by a

£4,474,556 per year. This is an average
of £938 per client, or £3.50 for every £1
spent on our service.
total of
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In 2020-21 we achieved the following outcomes for clients:

4,767
1,964

2,803

£1,963,310

£400,829

£423,019

£1,639,524

£47,873

people were helped with their debt
and benefit problems
people received advice and casework
in Brighton & Hove, and throughout
East & West Sussex
people received telephone advice
and casework across the country
in increased benefits income was
secured for our clients
worth of one-off payments were
secured for our clients
in charitable grants, refunds and
compensation was obtained for our
clients
of our clients’ debt was written off
we negotiated with creditors to
achieve £47,873 in structured
repayments of clients’ debts
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2021

Highlights of our year

Domestic Economic Abuse Project
This year has been an exciting time for our
Domestic Abuse team, especially with the
continued development of the Financial Support
Line for Victims of Domestic Abuse and its
national casework service.

This year saw the start of the pilot of the
Economic Abuse Evidence Form (EAEF). The
EAEF was developed by the partnership and is
an information sharing tool for use by specialist
debt advisers to capture information about the
abuse that a victim-survivor has experienced. It
The partnership with Surviving Economic Abuse captures the information about the abuse in one
(SEA) continues to grow and this year saw a place and acts as a trusted means of evidence
nomination for Best Charity Collaboration and that a debt adviser can use to tell a creditor that
Best Use of Technology at the Charity Times their client has experienced economic abuse.
Awards. We didn’t win, but it was great to meet up
with a few of our colleagues at SEA and fantastic Currently, victim-survivors contact an average of
to receive the nomination. Thank you to Lloyds five different creditors and negotiate with them
Banking Group for our table, and congratulations all individually. This is not only traumatising for
to SEA’s Chief Executive Dr Nicola Sharp Jeffs the victim-survivor, but also for those who hear
OBE for winning Rising Leader of the Year, well their story and view the evidence. The cumulative
deserved.
nature of abuse means that documentary
evidence of it can be numerous and diverse.
For the first time this year we saw a statutory Victim-survivors frequently have to tell their
definition of economic abuse in the Domestic story multiple times, and ‘overshare’ to prove
Abuse Act 2021 and our Economic Abuse Guide, their case. Yet creditors are unlikely to have
developed with SEA and our digital partner Neon time to review vast amounts of evidence and
Tribe, has found it way into the draft Domestic may not have the vulnerable customer training
Abuse Act statutory guidance.
necessary to understand it. This results in undue
pressures on victim-survivors, when the same
outcomes can be reached in a more structured
and coherent way.
EAEF has sought to create a single mechanism
through which a money/debt adviser can verify
that their client has experienced economic
abuse, and ensure they only need to tell their
story once, thus transforming the way economic
abuse is discussed within the debt advice sector.
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The first form was sent by Money Advice Plus
to Cabot Financial. Emma Bantges, Customer
Operations
Enhancement
Manager
and
Vulnerable Champion, Cabot Financial, added:
‘We have been trialing this pilot for four months
and we have already seen a real difference to
some of our customers’ journeys. It has also
reduced the impact on our sensitive support team
who now are not so exposed to the traumatic
experiences of some of these customers.’

I actually cannot believe I am now
fully debt free and have enough left
to pay off my rent arrears in full
and move to a different flat - this
is fantastic! I did not expect this
outcome. I can now put the financial
burden of this behind me and get
started on trying to put my life back
in order, now I have some guidance
and support etc.
‘Thank you so much for all the support
and advice you have provided. It has
been life changing, it’s enabled me
to get some order back to my life
and for this I cannot express in words
how grateful I am.

Currently the form is being piloted with several
creditors, including Cabot Financial, Lloyds
Banking Group, Southern Water, Bulb Energy,
Affinity Water and Payplan.
If you would like more information about
our work or our interested in becoming one
of our pilot partners, please contact fsline@
moneyadviceplus.org.uk. If you are a victimsurvivor and need support, please call
08081968845 or have a look at our resources at
survivingeconomicabuse.org.

‘I was unaware of the financial
abuse I had suffered until I started
telling people and asking for help – I
have learned so much from a terrible
experience and I will continue to
seek the right help for all that has
happened to me and where possible
raise awareness of the support after
surviving abuse the SEA Charity and
Money Advice Plus has given me.’
- One of our clients
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Just About Managing (JAM)
The JAM project, run by us for Orbit Housing
tenants, targets those who are ‘just about
managing’ financially. Money plays an important
role in our lives whether we like it or not, yet we
often find it hard to talk about it and for many
of us it is cause of anxiety and stress. JAM is a
learning programme that encourages people to
talk about money, reduce some of that stress
and feel more confident about their personal
finances. The aim is to support people manage
their money better and encourage a more
proactive approach to dealing with money. This
may include looking at the client’s relationship

been left with some debts. Jenny told us that she
is careful with her spending and felt that she was
managing her debts but was frustrated at being
extremely short of money at the end of every
month.
Over four coaching sessions we explored Jenny’s
financial situation and her relationship with
money. We identified several areas she could act
to potentially yield savings, such as her council
tax, car insurance and energy suppliers. We
encouraged Jenny to contact Citizens Advice to
check her benefits and we referred her to the
Pay Plan independent debt advice service for
Orbit tenants and set up her first appointment.
She found this service helpful, and we also
encouraged her to utilise the Orbit Better Days
website to help her write a new CV and obtain
other job-search help and advice.

Jenny became more confident in taking action to
improve her financial situation and a few weeks
after contacting her utilities suppliers was able
to make quite substantial savings; she also found
that she had been overpaying one supplier and
so received a large rebate. When Jenny started
with the JAM project, she told us that she
shopped around to cut costs ‘from time to time,’
with money and how this may affect their habits and by the end of the project she told us that she
with regards to money, as well as supporting is now ‘shopping around regularly.’ By the end
a client to work through their budget making of her coaching sessions, Jenny described herself
suggestions and savings, maximising a client’s as being happy with her financial situation as it
income where possible.
was now much more manageable.
Jenny * has a young child and when she came to
the JAM project she described herself as ‘stressed
about finances’ and frustrated at constantly
being in her overdraft. She was keen to find a
job but had been hampered by COVID-19, and
following a relationship breakdown she had
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By the end of the sessions Jenny had applied for
a job and was looking forward positively. She
told us that the JAM project ‘really made a big
difference.’
* Client’s name has been changed

Warmth for Wellbeing
Funding for this project allows us to give grants out in addition to the other work we do in helping
people deal with their budgeting, benefits and debt issues. We focus on assisting people living in
fuel poverty and provide practical help by paying for fuel bills, and issuing fuel vouchers for those on
pre-payment meters. It’s great working in partnership with Brighton and Hove Energy Services
Cooperative – they provide practical measures to improve insulation, offer more effective ways of
keeping the home warm through insulation and better heating, and see if there are better deals
in paying for energy, whilst we provide specialist advice around money issues and fuel debt.
With rising energy costs, this is going to be a really difficult year for many people living on low
incomes, and the project is in very high demand. We have a much larger grant pot than last year,
and hope that this may be extended to help address the problems people are facing.
Here’s the story of one of the people we’ve helped:
I was put in touch with Money Advice Plus by person, reassuring. I was given some vouchers
the food bank I attended a while ago.
to put on my electricity meter and I can tell you,
that was very, very helpful. By knowing that I
I was going through a very difficult time, I used was able to cover the cost of the utilities there
to be on JSA, I’m now on UC, and was struggling and then was like someone opening a window to
with paying bills and buying food. The winter let some fresh air in, I could finally breathe. My
and cold weather meant that every day I had to mind stopped worrying all the time, I was able
choose between warm my flat up, have lights to think and not just feel anxious and panic. I
on and eating. I was feeling really down; I was felt relaxed, I could finally think; concern about
trying to juggle my everyday life but without juggling between paying for utilities or food
success. It felt like caught in the middle of a was gone.
massive problem and wasn’t able to see how I
could come out of it.
I am now in a completely different space; I am
focusing on the future. I am doing a course to
I was then referred to Money Advice Plus. The become self-employed, I don’t want to go back
person told me they would be able to help me; into that situation ever again. I’ve changed my
they explained everything to me, I remember life a bit, including eating healthier food.
that first chat on the phone, a very friendly
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A word from our clients...
“Having found myself in a sticky situation with my finances, I spoke to
a worker at Money Advice Plus who put me at ease from the beginning,
her calm and friendly manner, how she explained everything helped me
to see what I could do to help myself get back on track. I am so glad I
was referred to you. Thank you so much.”

- Money Advice Plus Client

Our clients are our priority, and are at the centre Our clients told us that:
of our work and the heart of projects. To make
sure that we’re delivering our services in this • 96% of clients were satisfied with
our services and support
spirit, it is important that our clients tell us how
they felt about the service they received from
us. Client feedback shapes the way in which we • 72% of clients felt in control of their
debts
deliver and develop our services.
We have two offices with various money advice
projects each with different remits; once again
this year, both offices sent easy-read exit
questionnaires to clients who received advice
and support and whose cases have been closed
throughout 2021. Suggestions and ideas
on how to further improve what we do were
passed to Money Advice Plus Board of Trustees.

• 83% of clients felt more confident
and in control of their money

You can find out more about what our clients
said about Money Advice Plus on our website at:
moneyadivceplus.org.uk/client-information/
client-voices-2

“I would like to say a
big thank you for all
your hard work and
understanding.”
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“Thank you for all your
help with my debts and
my partner’s debts. We
can now see a tiny light
at the end of the tunnel
and hopefully it will grow
bigger…. Thanks for all
your hard work and help.”

Our clients from the community of Brighton &
Hove also told us that:

Our Eastbourne office provides Money Advice
over the phone, and clients can live anywhere
in England or Wales. They told us that:

• 100% of clients knew who to talk to
about immigration queries
• 98% felt that the phone service they
received was helpful and informative
• 94% felt more confident in accessing
help if needed in the future
• 95% felt that the help and advice
they received made them feel more
• 83% felt less stressed and anxious
independent
and
• 86% felt that they were budgeting
• 96% felt their wellbeing improved
their finances successfully
• 81% felt they knew more about
benefits available to them

“My partner and I received advice and support from one of Money
Advice Plus workers. One of the things I most appreciated about the
support we received was that it was caring without being judgemental
or patronising. My finances were in a real mess when I first met with
the worker but she calmly sorted everything out and empowered me to
finally take back control. Thank you so much.”
- Money Advice Plus Client

Money Advice Plus Annual Review 2021
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Financial Review 2021
The year ending 31st March 2021 was the first year in the charity’s history that its total income
exceeded £1.25 million. Total income, at £1,286,871, increased by 5.6% compared with the previous
year’s figure of £1,218,301. The two main elements of our income are Money Management services,
totalling £633,844, which made up for the bulk of the increased income this year, and Money Advice
services, which increased by a small amount, totalling £644,884.
Other income comprised £5,290 from donations and legacies, £2,371 from training and membership
and £482 from investment income. There was also an unrealised gain from investments of £11,476
due to a favourable change in their market value at year-end.
Total expenditure amounted to £1,289,049. This represented a 9% increase on the previous year’s
figure of £1,186,158. Staff remuneration and associated expenses accounted for the bulk of the
charity’s expenditure and amounted to £1,130,205 (87.7% of total expenditure); this represents an
8% increase on the previous year’s figure of £1,043,091. Other costs (£158,844) increased by 11%;
this was mainly due to extra costs associated with an amended operational environment due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Money Advice Plus continues to seek to ensure that all projects are funded on
a full cost recovery basis.
Throughout the pandemic, we have maintained all our grants and contracts, and in certain cases
have secured new funding to support either additional services and/or operational costs arising
as a consequence. Consequently, we have operated close to our budget for this year, with extra
unexpected expenditure mainly relating to the purchase of new laptops and associated digital costs
to enable staff to work from home.
The bulk of our income derives from contracts and grants. Money Advice Plus is now in the second
year of a five-year contract to provide Money Management services to clients referred by Brighton
& Hove City Council’s Adult Social Care Services, and this contract accounts for 49% of the Charity’s
total income for 2020-21. The certainty of this income means that the Charity is now less dependent
on negotiating the bulk of its funding on an annual basis than in the previous years. However, the
terms of this contract, in common with an increasing number of grants and contracts, stipulates that
payments are made in arrears, monthly in this case. Close management of the Charity’s cashflow is
therefore of critical importance. As of 31st March 2021, bank and cash balances totalled £338,221,
representing a slight increase on the previous year’s balance of £333,620.
During the year total reserves increased by £9,298 to £455,318 as of 31st March 2021.
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Funders & Partners
We’d once again like to thank our wonderul
funders and partner for making the work we do
possible! You can see their logos on this page.
“Our twice award-winning partnership with Money
Advice Plus grows from strength to strength. This
year we worked together and with victim-survivors
to develop a new interactive digital Economic
Abuse Guide, launched the Financial Support Line
in response to Covid so that we could provide
more one-off advice for those who needed it and,
also in response to Covid, piloted the Economic
Abuse Evidence Form (EAEF) to transform how
creditors and debt advice services support people
experiencing economic abuse.”		
- Surviving Economic Abuse
“We find the contract we have with Money Advice
Plus is a great asset to us and our tenants, allowing
many to access money and debt advice and maximise
household income and much needed revenue for
the Council. We know MAP provide a lifeline to
many tenants and can have a transformative and
life-enhancing impact.”
- Brighton & Hove Council

“Money Advice Plus have been our partner and
provider of advice for our customers since 2014. The
service has been consistently excellent, assisting
many of customers with debt and Welfare Benefit
related problems. The feedback that we receive
from customers is extremely positive and we know
that this has had a hugely positive influence on
many of their lives.”
- PA Housing
Money Advice Plus Annual Review 2021
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Case Study:

Economic Abuse Evidence Form

Ms A lived with her ex-partner, the perpetrator,
for a period of 3 years. During this period, she
experienced domestic and economic abuse. The
perpetrator was very violent and this resulted
in police attendance to remove him from the
property on more than one occasion.
The perpetrator regularly tried to control her
spending by means of controlling any available
surplus after household bills were paid. He would
threaten and intimidate her and damage her
property. He used domestic and economic abuse
to exert his control over her life. Ms A was made
to hand over her wages to him. All household
bills were in Ms A’s sole name and any money
left over had to be given over to the perpetrator.
Ms A was made to purchase expensive items and
holidays for his family on her credit card. The
perpetrator failed to make payments for child
maintenance for his children from a previous
relationship to the sum of £4,000. He coerced Ms
A into borrowing this amount in order for him
to avoid a custodial sentence for non-payment.
The perpetrator also used threats that he would
register a beneficial interest and have his name
put on the title deeds for Ms A’s property, which
she solely owned.
When Ms A was finally able to leave the
perpetrator, she was left with a total of £20,000
in coerced debt liabilities from the financial and
economic abuse. The perpetrator had at no
stage made any payment toward the debts. Ms A
entered into a debt management plan (DMP) to
try to address this and was trapped in a 13-year
cycle of post-separation financial and economic
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abuse. As a result of these continued payments,
she was constantly reminded of the perpetrator
and abuse, long after separation.
Ms A had attempted to explain the situation
to her creditors herself without success and
contacted us through our Financial Support Line
for Victims of Domestic Abuse. Money Advice Plus
helped Ms A with full debt advice on the options
available to her and she asked us to support
her to achieve her preferred debt management
option to make a write-off request under the
Economic Abuse Evidence Form pilot scheme
(see page 8) on the grounds of economic and
financial abuse. The EAEF was used successfully
to write off approximately £5000 liability with
one of the EAEF’s partner organisations and this
released Ms A from her DMP. She became debt
free for the first time since leaving the perpetrator
in 2008. Ms A wrote to us to express how she felt
following the successful use of the EAEF:

“This is the first month that a
payment hasn’t gone out of my
account for the debt in over 13
years and I finally feel like I’m
free […] It’s like I can finally start
afresh and I just wanted to say
thank you to you for setting me
free. I have a different debt now,
but this one is of gratitude.”

Moving Forward
Our Chief Executive, Karen Perrier,
looks ahead to 2022 and beyond
Last year I used this space to write about looking
forward to life post-COVID-19. No-one could
have anticipated another year like 2021, but as
we creep into 2022, we struggle to know what
our new world will look like.
What we do know is that this a time of great
economic uncertainty, and as people struggle
to manage their finances and afford the basic
necessities of food, light and heat, the need for
our service is even greater. Money Advice Plus,
with our committed staff, trustees and volunteers,
are always up for the challenge but the focus in
the coming year must be on continuing to deliver
services in a safe way for all. The question of how
we meet the unprecedented demands which the
current atmosphere of economic instability has
placed on our service, staff and clients is one we
will look to address in the coming year’s strategy
and beyond.
In the year ahead, we look forward to continued
growth and change as we work towards our
vision of a world where people have the advice
and support they need to manage their money
effectively, helping them to maintain control of
their lives, promoting greater peace of mind
We hope to see you all at the Brighton Legal
Walk on 18th May 2022 and help raise vital funds
for Money Advice Plus, you can sign up on the
LLST website, londonlegalsupporttrust.org.uk

Money Advice Plus Annual Review 2021
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Our Trustees
Money Advice Plus could not operate without our fantastic board of trustees, and
during 2021 we’re very pleased to have gained four new and talented trustees. Nick
Gray, Bryan Coverdale, Ric Stewart and Tracie Church bring a depth of experience
and skills to enhance those of our existing Trustees. They come from backgrounds in
finance, large-scale project development and domestic abuse services. More information on each of them can be found on our website at moneyadviceplus.org.uk/
meet-the-team
Nikky Myers continues as chair, alongside Stewart Beamont, Terry Mase, Jonathan
Hyman, Asif Chaudhery, Gemma Dunn, Olivia Hobson, and Phil Hall. They are all incredibly committed to the organisation and the work we do for those in need.
We wish all the best to Robert Philips, who resigned in January 2021 after many years
in various roles, including treasurer. We also extend our good wishes to Terry Mase
and Stewart Beamont who have also stepped down as long-time members of the
board; their support and insight will be greatly missed. Olivia Hobson, who joined the
board in September 2020, is leaving us to start a new adventure in Singapore – we
wish her good luck, and safe travels.
Between them, the Trustees ensure that the organisation fulfils its aims and objectives, is properly run and led, is a good employer, and is forward thinking. They meet
every two months altogether as a board, but more frequently in smaller groups to
consider finance, health & safety, human resources, business development, policy
and governance, all feeding into the board meetings.
This has been another challenging year and our trustees have worked tirelessly to
keep Money Advice Plus moving forward. They have continued to meet the challenges of remote meetings without losing the personal touch that is so necessary for
building good relations and being a productive and effective group.
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We’d love to hear
from you!
BRIGHTON & HOVE OFFICE
Tisbury Road Offices
Hove Town Hall
Tisbury Road
Hove
BN3 3BQ
01273 664 000
info@moneyadviceplus.org.uk
Open Mon-Fri 9am-1pm & 2-5pm

EASTBOURNE OFFICE

182-184 Terminus Road
Eastbourne
BN21 3BB
01323 635 999
advice@moneyadviceplus.org.uk
Open Mon-Thurs 9am-5pm & Fri 9am-4pm

Or find us online at

moneyadviceplus.org.uk
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